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A former editor-in-chief ’s 
mother also happens to be a 
superintendent at the local 

ISD and works with many local 
school districts. She’s talked with 
my staff about numerous hot button 
education issues and I find her to be 
pretty plugged in to what works and 
what doesn’t in education these days.  
So when she spoke glowingly about 
what journalism had done for her 
daughters and how well she thought 
it fit in with the 21st Century Skills 
curriculum, I thought that was pretty 
high praise.

There was just one problem. I had 
no clue what the 21st Century Skills 
curriculum was.

Like any intrepid modern 
journalist, I Googled it. Soon I was 
at the home page for The Partnership 
for 21st  Century Skills (www.
p21.org). As often happens, I was 
dumbstruck to find that somebody  
else had beaten me to pretty much 
every educational idea that was 
turning in my brain. Although what 
I read never mentioned journalism 
by name, it might  as well have 

been written with our publications 
classrooms in mind.    

If you are not familiar with the 
Partnership 21st Century Skills, it’s 
a forward-thinking group that’s 
developed a framework for creating 
the kind of  students who will 
succeed in the modern world.  It’s 
not based around a  standardized test, 
believes that traditional skills should 
be taught in the  context of themes 
and divides things into three broad 
skill groups.  Here’s a quick rundown 
of each—and how I think they fit so 
well with journalism.

 
LIFE AND CAREER SKILLS:
These skills describe the ability to 

be flexible, adaptable, self-directed, 
socially aware, accountable and 
responsible. 

Anybody who’s ever been part of 
a publication room on deadline has  
seen all of these on display. Scholastic 
journalists have to deal with  
technical issues, content that changes 
or doesn’t work and all manner of  
surprises.  They consider the impact 
of their work on individuals and 

the  public at large and, if things go 
wrong, they have to answer for their  
mistakes. All are lessons that can’t 
be measured on a test and which 
I  suspect are more valuable than 
those that can. If you’ve worked  
successfully in a publication room 
during a deadline, there’s not much 
in  the academic or professional 
world you can’t handle. 

  
LEARNING AND INNOVATION 

SKILLS—THE 4Cs:
These include Critical Thinking,  

Communication, Collaboration 
and Creativity.  There’s little doubt 
our journalists must build all of 
these skills.  Every choice they 
make from validity of sources to 
how much weight  to give to a 
quote or a visual image involves 
critical thinking. Obviously, getting 
information across to an audience 
involves communication, but  
there’s also boatloads of the sort of 
communication employers prize.

 Reporters, editors, photographers 
and artists communicate and
Please see PRESIDENT, page 8

JOURNALISM
    the ultimate 21st Century Skill

C.E. Sikkenga 
Grand Haven HS
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It’s MIPA Time
check out some videos from last year’s miPA Workshop. Want more 
information? Visit  www.mipamsu.org/workshop2012 for information about 
how to get to the workshop in 2012.

click on the videos below to watch the best miPA moments!

miPA camp, baby! closing Video: miPA time 2011

miPA J-cation 2:  
Back to the Beach!

miPA J-cation 2: opening Video

http://vimeo.com/27343829
http://vimeo.com/27349096
http://vimeo.com/22948256
http://vimeo.com/22948256
http://vimeo.com/27028502
http://vimeo.com/27349096
http://vimeo.com/22948256
http://vimeo.com/27343829
http://vimeo.com/27028502
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AdViSer inSiGHtS AdViSer inSiGHtS

t
H

e BEST THINGS
about being an adviser

Advising the newspaper, yearbook or 
other production class is the

SCARIEST, buSIEST AND 
mOST DEmANDING
class to teach. But the 

relationships we develop with our kids 

are more rewarding than those 
in any other class and i wouldn't 

want to trade that. Plus we all see the 

fruits of our  
labor each month!

— Linda Andrada,
Lake Fenton HS

i think the best part about 
being a media teacher is 

seeing the 
delight and 
pride students have 

when they know that they 

have done a GOOD 
PIECE OF wORK.

— Linda Martino
Cedar Springs HS

 

the best part of being a journalism adviser is the

LASTING RELATIONSHIPS
that i have built with the staff members. We now have a main Four alumni Facebook page 
where past members share and comment about their current lives. they have all shared 

how being a part of the high school journalism team played a significant role in 
where they are today. 

— Luann Haskins
Howell HS

engaging in 

AuTHENTIC 
TEACHING
and learning for  

REAL  
purposes.

— Elizabeth Cyr
Stockbridge HS

A colleague walked into my 
classroom during my newspaper 
class one day and said,  

"So, this is the 
creme de la 
creme." isn't that the truth?  
How wonderful it is to work with a 
class FUll of kids who

wANT TO bE 
THERE who love to 

write, who are self-directed and 

driven. And the rapport with those 

kids makes all of the work and 

challenges that come with advising 

a publication  

so very worth it. 

— Heather Koch
Wayne Memorial HS

For me, the best part about being a 
media advisor is seeing how,  

mOTIVATED 
STuDENTS   
are to produce their best work for a real 

audience (their peers) and how 

proud they are of their work

—  Lynn Waldsmith
Mercy HS

the absolute best part 
of being an adviser is so 
multifaceted — it's definitely  

working 
with the 
kids, the hectic 
"you get used to it" pacing, 
the pride of publishing, the 

HONOR & SKILL of 
representing our community 
in the best possible 
manner, with the coolest 
possible  
publications!

— Lorena Craighead
Renaissance HS
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PrinciPAl conFerence PrinciPAl conFerence

By Gloria Olman

Lucky are the publication staffs 
that have a close working 
relationship with their principal.

For those that don’t, and even for the 
lucky ones, there is a good way to 
build a better relationship. Invite the 
principal for regular press conferences. 

While publication staffers talk with 
their principal, for most it is one-on-
one, on assignment, on deadline. Little 
time is spent simply getting to know 
each other better and building rapport.

The press conference offers that 
opportunity.

A good time for a conference is that 
short lull after an issue has gone to 
press. Editors make the appointment 
and remind staffers to have questions, 
concerns ready. 

At the conference, let the principal 
make some opening remarks, then 
staffers ask questions, open discussion. 
As adviser, stay in the background 
and watch the relationship between 

principal and staff develop.

Perhaps questions arise about previous 
articles. Get the feedback, respond, 
learn.

Rumors abound. Students should ask. 
Perhaps they are personnel matters that 
cannot be discussed. Otherwise, listen 
for explanations. They may be rational 
or provide for further investigation. 

The principal will learn of concerns 
students have, may take notes to further 
investigate, or offer explanations. The 
discussion could continue at the next 
meeting.

If staffers are working on specific 
stories, he may offer source suggestions 
or angles they had not considered. 

Serious discussions during the 
meetings add to understanding or offer 
potential stories.

Through the sessions, students gain 
insight into the administrator’s role, 
difficulties and issues they had not 
considered. They also get to know the 
principal as a person. 

Another plus is that the principal gets 
to know the students and the program 
beyond what is in print. Not only does 
this help throughout the year, but it 
also helps individual staffers when 
they may need to interview him or to 
get those important recommendation 
letters.

Need new equipment? The support of 
the principal means much. Those press 
conferences and visits can help. In the 
early ’80s, when the district purchased 
four Mac SE 20s for publications, the 
principal dug into his funds to buy two 
more.  He continued to support the 
students in many different ways, as did 
succeeding principals.

At one meeting, staffers talked about 
rumors that tunnels beneath the school 
went far beyond school property with a 
second principal. That led to a guided 
tour of the tunnels and an interesting 
feature for the paper. And, no, the 
tunnels did not go beyond the school 
walls.

Another time, a student wore a 
sandwich board to an all-school 
assembly protesting removal of the 

senior class president. He was removed 
from the assembly. Later that day, 
during a regular conference, staffers 
questioned the removal. They were 
reminded that the student’s message 
could have caused disruption of the 
school day. They then agreed with the 
decision.

With a third principal, they discussed 
a potential story about a lawsuit filed 
against the district related to diesel 
fumes at the transportation lot adjacent 
to homes and an elementary school 
across from the high school. That 
principal thought it was a great idea.
 
It was. 

He then ordered that story pulled at 
deadline. It strained the relationship for 
a while and proved a valuable lesson for 
both sides.

Those monthly press conferences give 
staffs, advisers and administrators 
opportunities not otherwise available. 

Invite your principal to meet with the 
staff regularly. It is more important 
than ever to build those relationships.

HAVe A

Principal Press Conference
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Continued from PRESIDENT, page 2

 collaborate in a variety of ways every day—and 
it’s all real world stuff.  Creativity is  obvious 
too—What lead will hook readers?  How can I 
create a design that  will be attractive, yet serve 
the story?  How do I take complex topics and 
make them relevant to teenage readers? All are 
daily stock and trade for our journalists.   

INFORmATION, mEDIA AND  
TECHNOLOGY SKILLS: 

Journalists are light years ahead of the rest of 
the education world here. Yeah, just about every 
kid is waist deep in social media these days, but 
journalism programs (when allowed to do so by 
administrators) teach students how to use these 
technologies as more than just status updates. 
Ask anybody in the “real” world we hear so much 
about and odds are, social media and other 
forms of online communication are growing in 
importance every day. As journalism programs 

increasingly move into the online world, we 
are the training ground for the next generation 
of leaders. To me, not teaching our students to 
communicate using these tools is sort of like 
teaching them to cook using only an open hearth 
and Dutch oven and the  journalism classroom 
is the perfect setting.   

It’s no secret journalism programs are 
under attack and many are being stripped or  
cut.  It’s not uncommon to feel defensive about 
justifying what it is we teach, especially when 
journalism is increasingly seen as a dying or at  

least non-lucrative field. Really, though, I think 
we should be asking the public “what don’t we 
teach?”  We do it all.  The skills journalists learn 
and practice daily are the skills all our kids need 
to be successful.  They’re real world and relevant 
far beyond the newsroom.  Journalism’s skills 
involve most of  what’s best about education, 
regardless of the subject matter.  My guess is  the 
21st Century Skills folk know and understand 
this.  It’s time we educators start making sure our 
students, administrators and the general  public 
do as well.

ashley dubois Andover HS  
overall Portfolio

charlotte willson Bellaire HS 
the complete Yearbook

Jiwanjot gill eisenhower HS  
innovative design & Being the man

emma baty Grand Haven HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

samantha VanHoef Grand Haven HS  
Upstart All-Star

the gull staff Gull lake HS  
outstanding theme development

cameron macko HH dow HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

Jessica barnes ithaca HS  
overall edginess

tyler scott ithaca HS  
overall edginess

paige maccready Jackson HS  
Photojournalistic excellence

shelby Hurst laingsburg HS  
outstanding Yearbook editors in chief

sarah spohn laingsburg HS  
outstanding Yearbook editors in chief

gwen motley lake orion HS  
outstanding design and initiative

mandi ellsworth lakota east HS  
outstanding Photojournalism

John grasty lakota east HS  
most incredible Sports Writer

shivang patel lakota east HS  
overall edginess

rachel podnar lakota east HS  
excellence in design

christina Hadley mercy HS  
Superior design

Victoria noble mercy HS  
Best Portfolio

reflections staff novi HS  
outstanding theme and design Packet

merin mcdivitt Pioneer HS  
Feature coverage

Kelsey feldpausch Portland HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

emily Quinn Portland HS 
excellence in design

carolyn berwick rochester HS  
Grand Supreme Business manager

emily Hayward rochester HS  
overall edginess

Katie Ziraldo rochester HS  
Upstart All-Star

brianne overall Sterling Heights HS  
Journalism excellence

christina leininger Stoney creek HS  
outstanding opinion coverage

lia grabowski troy HS  
that’s entertainment

lindsay spagnuolo Utica HS  
most Sophisticated Graphic

amanda gloth Waterford Kettering HS  
Best overall Portfolio

editor leadership class nP editors  
outstanding leadership

PreSident'S colUmn

2011 sparty award winners
miPA SUmmer JoUrnAliSm WorKSHoP

2011 eXcellence award winners
weston cowan davison HS  
excellence in Video Journalism

taylor Hale detroit country day 
excellence in online Writing

amanda rogers detroit country day  
Feature coverage

emily darrow dexter HS  
Biggest change

christina pawlowski downers Grove South HS  
Best Sideline Photography

yearbook staff east lansing HS  
excellence in theme development

matias brimmer east lansing HS  
A Stroke of Brilliance

brooklynn moss Fenton HS  
excellent Arts Page design

patrick Hall Findlay HS  
excellence in Sports leadership

stacy graham Findlay HS  
image excellence

susan mcmanus Forest Hills eastern HS  
outstanding Yearbook Staff manual

Haley Kluge Grand ledge HS  
clean, Beautiful Graphic

nikki nicolaou Grand ledge HS  
Best design

andrew fisher Grand ledge HS  
excellence in Sports Writing

Katie buda Grosse Pointe north HS  
Feature coverage

emily cervone Grosse Pointe north HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

edward berkowski Grosse Pointe north HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

demarco Havard Grosse Pointe north HS  
Best Sports Storytelling

margaret phillips Grosse Pointe north HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

neala berkowski Grosse Pointe north HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

david Harris Grosse Pointe north HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

lewis thomas Grosse Pointe north HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

the gull staff Gull lake HS 
excellence in theme development

erin mitrzyk Gull lake HS  
outstanding Yearbook leadership

Katie flagg Haslett HS  
excellence in Photojournalism

sierra dove Haslett HS  
Photojournalistic excellence

cayden royce HH dow HS  
Photojournalistic excellence

Karina Zanyk mclean HH dow HS  
excellent news Page design

abigail Harrington Howell HS  

the Bobby Hawthorne experience

megan isom Howell HS  
excellence in opinion coverage

elizabeth morley inland lakes HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

aimee dedic laingsburg HS  
excellence in Video Journalism

marta davila lake orion HS  
excellence in design and ingenuity

aly ladd lake orion HS  
excellence in Photojournalism

emily mcQuiston lake orion HS  
excellence in design

Katelyn winkler lake orion HS  
excellence in design and Work ethic

maggie schaller lakota east HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

leah rathbun loy norrix HS  
Photojournalistic excellence

ayaka abe loy norrix HS  
entertainment excellence

meredith farrer loy norrix HS 
excellence in Photojournalism

Kristin lemarbe mercy HS  
excellence in Photojournalism

brandon sysak midland HS  
excellence in Sports Writing

trinda noren mona Shores HS  
Best design Handbook (& best made-up name)

starr ford niles HS  
most elegant Graphic

brittany roberts northwest HS  
excellence in design

Jasmine mims novi HS  
Students’ choice Award

pallavi Vadapalli novi HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

leah bloomquist okemos HS  
A Stroke of Brilliance

shannon Harman okemos HS  
complete Yearbook leadership Award

stacy li okemos HS  
Best Staff letter

laura fitzgerald Pioneer HS  
most improved

maureen mccord Pioneer HS  
entertainment excellence

Kailyn Vitale Pioneer HS  
Best Sports Artwork

rachel buck Plainwell HS  
outstanding design

Hadley Harrison Plainwell HS  
outstanding design

ashley correa Plainwell HS  
outstanding design

yearbook staff Plymouth HS  
excellence in theme development

samantha Hellinga Plymouth HS  
outstanding Yearbook editor team

lindsey downs Plymouth HS  
outstanding Yearbook editor team

Kyna garrett Portage central HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

ali fulling Portage central HS  
excellence in edge-U-cation

yearbook staff Portland HS  
excellence in theme development

brock walker Quincy HS  
entertainment excellence

will mianecki rochester HS  
layout and design excellence

carolyn berwick rochester HS  
Best Handbook

nate barton rochester HS  
outstanding leadership

brian palmer rochester HS  
excellent entertainment Page design

melanie sweet rochester HS  
excellence in opinion coverage

connor park Seaholm HS  
excellence in opinion coverage

Kendall Hitch Seaholm HS  
Feature coverage

Hannah Kempel St. martha School  
Future Super Yearbook editor Award

rakesh reddy Stoney creek HS  
Writing excellence

lia williams traverse city central HS  
excellence in opinion coverage

adrian segovia traverse city HS  
Will make most improvement in Pub Award

olivia barrett tri county Area HS  
A Stroke of Brilliance

Jake lourim troy HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

danielle raykhinshteyn troy HS  
excellence in online Writing

yearbook staff Utica HS  
excellence in theme development

yearbook staff Waterford Kettering HS  
excellence in theme development

lauren stanley Waterford Kettering HS  
image excellence

dixxon darlington Waterford Kettering HS  
excellence in Attitude and effort

elisabeth robinson Waterford Kettering HS  
excellence in design & Preparing to lead

stephen brewer Waterford Kettering HS  
excellence in Attitude and effort

sarah griffin Waterford Kettering HS  
image excellence

ashley mcdonald Waterford Kettering HS  
the Bobby Hawthorne experience

As journalism programs increasingly move into the 

online world, we are the training ground for the next 

generation of leaders.
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What kind  

of teacher  

was Betsy?  

nutty, 

inappropriate 

at times and 

INSPIRING.

- Chad Sanders

Betsy Pollard Rau, the current director of MIPA, reclines in a chair in Room 130 of the Michigan 
State University Business School. Chad Sanders, her long-time assistant director, climbs up the 
stairs and sit down next to her. Rau and Sanders have known each other since Sanders’ teen 
years, and Rau was his teacher. Next year, Sanders will serve as the new director of MIPA when 

Rau retires from the position. The Upstart sat down with them to find out just how their relationship has 
progressed over that time.

The upstart: You were chad’s teacher. can i have a quick overview of how your relationship 
started?

betsy Rau: I taught English and journalism at Vestaburg High School and, if I’m not wrong, I think his 
family moved to Vestaburg when he was an eighth grader.
Chad Sanders: Going into seventh.
bR: He was in my eighth grade English class.
CS: You recruited me out of eighth grade English.
bR: And he ended up being the editor of what was called The Update newspaper at Vestaburg High 
school, so I knew him for five years at the high school level. Then he went to MIPA as a student journalist 
and won a lot of awards, and then he went on to college to be journalism teacher. Then we connected 
again—well we kept in touch through college—through the workshop. He started working in the office 
and then moved into the classroom as a teacher and came into the office as student director and now he’ll 
be taking over as director. We have a long history.

Tu: What kind of student was he?

bR: (He was) a little — [laughs]. The kind that was really enthusiastic. Anytime I did something really 
creative—if we did something—he really got into it. I enjoyed having him in the classroom. That’s why I 

recruited him.

Tu: What kind of teacher was Betsy?

CS: The same kind of director as she is. Nutty, 
inappropriate at times and inspiring.

Tu: What’s it like working together now?

bR: Just kind of great.
CS: We’ve been together so long it’s just kind of what 
it is.
bR: I pretty much vent to him and then he calms me 
down. He gets my stupid jokes. Or laughs at me. He 
at least makes me feel good.
CS: We’re together…this week is so intense. We’re 
on like 19 hours a day and then we leave and don’t 
see each other probably until February when we get 
together for a weekend to plan this. Then we say bye, 
and then  
we don’t see each other until a week  
before the camp. I mean maybe once at spring 
conference, but it doesn’t matter. We just—boom—
pick up. We know what we need to do.

Tu: Was it hard to make the transition from 
student-teacher relationship to coworkers?

CS: I think the very first summer I worked in the 
office, I’m pretty sure I called you Mrs. Rau and we 
had to transition there, but it was not weird in terms 
of working together because we worked together on 
the student paper. We were a team then and so that 
was easy.

Tu: What’s the biggest perk of working with 
someone you know?

bR: I know what to expect, and I also know that, 
for me at least, he knows me well enough that if I do 
something stupid that upsets him or other people he 
can tell me. So we’ve got that communication system 
open. Where there are other people who might go 
talk behind my back, Chad would not do that.
CS: This is not pertaining to your question, but 
it’s a memory that’s flooding back. One of the first 
criticisms I ever got from her was in eighth grade. 
We did kind of a writing unit, and we interviewed 
students. I interviewed a kid who had gone to see 
the Jacksons in concert. They had a big tour, and I 
wrote a big paragraph describing what this kid had 
seen. (It was) really descriptive, talking about the 
explosions and whatever, and her margin comment 
was “puke” (laughs).
bR: That wasn’t very nice of me!
CS: And I was like “puke”? “Puke?!” She said it’s 
way over the top. It’s all flowery. Just get to it. Don’t 
embellish. Way overboard, like gag me. And I was 
like, okay. Alright. But yeah, really quickly I kind of 
got it. I understand. So it’s good to know. Sometimes 
she just cuts right to it. There you go.
bR: He didn’t hate me forever. I didn’t destroy him 
I hope.
CS: But now it’s shorthand. I don’t know where I 
was going with that.

Tu: if the opportunity to work together again 
presents itself, do you think you will?

bR: Not next year. I’m staying away next year. But 
we’ll do it. We’ll be doing other things. It just time to 
move on. And I’m excited about it.

Sanders, Rau explain the progression of their relationship as 

Summer Workshop Directors
by Danielle 
Raykhinshteyn


